Stop-and-copy garbage collection has been preferred to markand-sweep collection in the last decade because its collection time is proportional to the size of reachable data and not to the memory size. This paper compares the CPU overhead and the memory requirements of the two collection algorithms extended with generations, and finds that mark-and-sweep collection requires at most a small amount of additional CPU overhead (3-690) but, requires an average of 20% (and up to 40%) less memory to achieve the same page fault rate. The comparison is based on results obtained using trace-driven simulation with large Common Lisp programs.
Introduction
Algorithms for garbage collection have evolved since McCarthy's original work in the early 1960's [12] . The earliest garbage collection algorithms were mark-and-sweep algorithms which collect garbage iu two phases: the mark phase visits all reachable objects and marks them as visited, and the sweep phase sweeps through all objects in memory, adding those not marked to the bee list of objects that can be reallocated.
Mark-and-sweep collection has the disadvantage that collection overhead is proportional to the size of memory, which can be large in modern Lisp systems. A third compactionphase is sometimes added to the mark-andsweep algorithm to improve the spatial localiity of objects, but this phase requires object relocation and adds overhead to the algorithm.
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0 1990 ACM 089791-368-X/90/0006/0087 $1.50 87 ory allowed the use of large heaps that required significant overhead to sweep [4, 91. Copying collection divides the heap into semiapuceu, and copies reachable objects between semispaces during collection. Because only reachable objects are visited, the overhead of copying collection is no longer proportional to the size of memory. Copying collection has the further advantage that reachable objects are placed contiguously when copied and thus are compacted. Because stop-and-copy collection provides these two advantages (less overhead and compaction) over simple mark-andsweep collection, it has been the preferred algorithm for more than a decade and is used iu many commercial Lisp systems [13, 6, 10, 181.
Generation garbage collection is a technique suggested by Lieberman
and Hewitt [ll] iu the early 1980's that divides a program's heap into regions (generations) containing objects of different ages. Generation collection focuses the effort of garbage collection on the youngest. objects because empirical evidence shows that young objects are the most likely to become garbage [17, 241 . There are two advantages to collecting only part of a program's total heap: first, the collection references are localized and garbage collection does not disrupt the reference locality of the program as much. Second, collecting a small region takes less time and thus collection is less likely to disrupt interactive users. As young objects age, they are eventually copied (promoted) to the next older generation so that they are no longer copied during every collection.
The promotion policy determines when objects are promoted.
To be able to collect only a part of the total heap (a single generation), the collector must maintain a record of all pointers from other generations into the one being collected ( All generation collection algorithms must promote objects, implement the remembered set, and maintain the write barrier.
Generation
techniques can be used to enhance either mark-and-sweep or stop-and-copy algorithms. Augmenting a mark-and-sweep algorithm with generations eliminates the major advantages that copying collection has over the markand-sweep approach.
First, generations reduce the cost of sweeping because only a small part of the address space is swept. Second, because the youngest generation (newspace) is usually sized to fit completely in the available physical memory, the compaction provided by stop-and-copy collection provides no advantage. This paper describes and compares algorithms for markand-sweep and stop-and-copy garbage collection, both augmented with generations. The CPU overhead and memory requirements of the algorithms arc estimated using tracedriven simulation. The algorithms, simulation techniques, and the results of the comparison are described in the following sections. 2 
Algorithms
To allow a more controlled comparison of the two algorithms, I have attempted to minimize the differences between them as much as possible. Furthermore, where differences do exist, I have attempted to idealize the implementations to provide a greater contrast in the comparison (as with the different promotion policies).
The stop-and-copy and mark-and-sweep algorithms being compared share several characteristics.
First, they are both extended with generation collection using four gencrations. For the programs simulated, the first and second generations are the most frequently collected, and only three generations would have s&iced for these experiments.
The placement of the generations in the address space is identical for the two algorithms-separate generations arc allocated in non-contiguous parts of the address space and are allowed to grow as necessary (an idealization of a real system, where generation sizes might have to be fixed).
For both algorithms, the write barrier is maintained by placing software tests around non-initializing pointer stores -(initializing stores cannot create pointers forward in time since a new object is always allocated in the youngest generation). For both algorithms, the remembered set is implemented with a two-level bitmap that indicates the locations of intergenerational pointers as described by Sobalvarro [18] .
The policy for deciding when to invoke a collection is also the same for both algorithms.
Both algorithms invoke garbage collection when a fixed amount of memory is allocated (the allocation threshold).
Basing collection on an allocation threshold has several advantages: first, the allocation behavior is independent of the collection algorithm being used, and so each collector is invoked the same number of times. Second, the alternative of fixing the size of newspace and invoking garbage collection when newspace fills (a fixed-size generation policy) can lead to thrashing.
With the fired-size policy, thrashing occurs when most of the memory in newspacc is allocated to reachable objcctsas newspace Klls, garbage collection occurs more frequently and recovers less garbage each time. Promotion relieves the thrashing problem in this case, but the allocation threshold policy eliminates it altogether.
The allocation threshold strongly influences collection performance.
Smaller thresholds cause more frequent collections, which have positive and negative effects on total performance.
Frequent collections give objects less time to become garbage between collections and hence collect more objects, increasing the CPU overhead of collection. In addition, frequent collections increase the rate of promotion to older generations when the promotion policy is based on an object surviving a fixed number of collections. On the other hand, frequent collections increase the spatial reference locality of the program by quickly reusing garbage objects.
2.1
Stop-and-copy Collection
The stop-and-copy algorithm is very simple. Important characteristics of the algorithm are illustrated in Figure 1 . The figure shows how the address space iz divided into generations, and blows up the youngest generation (gen0) to show the specific organisation of each generation.
In this stop-and-copy algorithm, objects of all types are allocated together in a mixed heap and copied between semispaces within a generation during collection. Promotion of objects to older generations is based on a copy count policy. Associated with each object is a number indicating how many times it has been collected (its copy count). After the copy count reaches three, the object is promoted to the next generation (illustrated in the figure) . This copy count promotion policy is an idealized simplification of the promotion policy used in commercial Lisp systems. Maintain-
. tribution, or the rate of allocation might be assumed to be constant.
Unfortunately, actual programs are not so wellbehaved.
The most promising approach to evaluation of garbage collection lies between implementation and analytic models in the realm of trace-driven simulation.
Until recently, simulation has been used infrequently to evaluate the performance of garbage collection algorithms [3, 7, 5, 141, probably because simulation is a very computeintensive form of evaluation.
Using the reference characteristics of a program to evaluate the performance aspects of a particular algorithm requires simulating hundreds of millions of events. Recently, however, the availability of inexpensive, high-performance workstations has made simulationbased evaluation more plausible.
Just as trace-driven simulation based on address traces has allowed effective evaluation of the performance of cache and virtual memory systems, trace-driven simulation at a higher level allows evaluation of the performance of garbage collection algorithms. Ungar and Jackson used object-level tracing to investigate aspects of garbage collection performance [21] , as I have [24] .
Peng and Sohi used trace-driven simulation to investigate the cache performance of garbage collection algorithms 1151.
MARS (Memory Allocation
and Reference Simulator) is the simulator I have implemented and used to perform the evaluations in this paper.
It is attached to a commercial Common Lisp system (Franz Allegro Common Lisp), and large Lisp programs drive the algorithm simulation. MARS provides a range of information about the performance of the executing program and algorithm, including execution time, measures of reference locality, allocation rates, lifespan distributions, and the lengths of pauses associated with garbage collection.
MARS is also designed to facilitate the investigation of new algorithms over a broad range of parameters.
Garbage collection simulation using MARS is driven by events that are collected during the execution of a program in the attached Lisp system. The events passed to MARS include object references, object allocations, and object deallocations. MARS has its own view of how program objects are organized in memory, maintaining a "shadow" version of the address space. It translates references to program objects into references in the shadow memory without interfering with the execution of the program (except to slow it down).
This trace-driven approach has the advantage that large Lisp programs can be used to drive the simulation.
In this paper, I use four Common Lisp applications for evaluation, summarized in Table 1 . These test programs represent a variety of programmin g styles and application areas, including a traditional Lisp compiler, a Scheme parallelizer using CLOS, and a microcode compiler that does extensive network flow analysis.
All are programs with 10,000 or more source lines that run for several minutes (when not traced) on a Sun4/280 computer.
While MARS can be used to measure a variety of performance characteristics, in this paper the two performance measure of interest are the CPU overhead of the algorithms and the main memory reference locality, as measured by the page fault rate. The CPU costs are estimated by counting the important operations (e.g., objects copied, objects marked, etc.) performed by each algorithm and then multiplying that count by the number of instructions required to perform the operation.
With an estimate of the number of instructions required for each algorithm, the overheads of the different algorithms can be compared. For both algorithms, a RISC architecture similar to the MIPS R2000 or SPARC is assumed. The instruction costs used in this paper are based on SPARC instruction sequences provided by Zorn [24] . is eight times the number of heap references it performs. While this estimate is not exact, the main goal of the evaluation is to compare the relative performance of the two algorithms, for which the impact on total execution time is unnecessary.
The memory reference locality, as measured by the page fault rate, can be computed from the stream of object references passed to MARS. Since only the data references (and not instruction references) are recorded, the locality measured is a conservative estimate of the true locality of the program, although the instruction stream references have a much higher degree of locality, and are unlikely to contribute significantly to the page fault rate. The page fault rates are computed using a modified stack simulation algorithm (partial stack simulation) [24] .
With pass over the reference string.
In this study, I assume a main memory with 4096-byte pages.
4 CPU costs This paper has outlined a mark-and-sweep collection algorithm augmented with generations and compared its performance using trace-driven simulation with a simple generation stop-and-copy algorithm.
From the measurements, I conclude that mark-and-sweep collection is at worst slightly more expensive than stop-and-copy collection (3-6%) but that the memory required by the algorithm is often significantly smaller than the copying algorithm (20% or more). The low overhead of mark-and-sweep collection is achieved by using generations to avoid sweeping the entire memory and by associating sweeping with allocation.
Mark-andsweep collection has better reference locality than stop-andcopy collection because it avoids copying objects between semispaces. One original reason for copying, to compact the reachable objects, is not important in algorithms extended with generations because the youngest generation must fit entirely in memory for adequate virtual memory performance. Since the whole generation needs to fit, the markand-sweep algorithm requires less memory because each generation is one-half the size of copying algorithm generations. These results should encourage future garbage collection irnplementors to once again consider mark-and-sweep collection as an effective algorithm. 
